
Scanvo Trucks Danmark A/S
Hårup Skovvej 7, Hårup
8600 Silkeborg

Sælger
Salgsafdeling
salg@scanvo.dk
+45 8724 4370
+45 3046 2148 / 2498 2148 / 2497 2148 / 4011 0944

Model year 2024
Chassis number (VIN)

VAHXXX2ZBMPRS0032
Ref. no. 6443
Brand new

Type Drawbar
Aksel 2
Stand Brand new

% remaining 100 
Dimensions 235/75 R17,5"

Platform length 6900

Registration

Basis

Tyres

Auto transport

Drum brakes
ABS

Loading capacity kg 12360
Overall weight kg 16000
Tare weight kg 3640
King pin kg 1000

Electrical coupling 2x7-polet
Air-coupling Duo-Matic
Manufacturer 57 mm
Coupling height mm 700/800/900 mm

Brakes

Weight

Coupling 

Length mm 6900
Width mm 2550
Truck bed height mm 900

Air

Axle load, front kg 1
Axle load, rear kg 15
Toolbox
Shaft type SAF
Axle load kg 7,5 + 7,5

Bottom Hårdtræ 30 mm med omega profil
Lashing rings in the bottom
Holes for Sockets
Foldable lashing rings

Dimensions

Suspension

Chassis

Truck body / box

Hangler TPS-H 160 - 2 akslet 16 ton, Low loader

Beskrivelse
Brand new HANGLER TPS-H 160 16-tonne machine cart with loose aluminum ramps and container locks 
- Total bed length 6900 mm 
- total length 8800 mm 
- Platform height in driving position 900 mm 
- estimated load capacity 12,260 kg 
- 2 pcs. LAXO removable container locks recessed in the shed floor for transporting 20-foot containers 
- 30 mm larch hardwood bed base with omega steel profiles 
- loose light aluminum ramps 2450 x 350 mm with a total load of 10 tonnes which can be pushed under the chassis 
- 2 pcs. LED work / reversing lights under bed + 2 rear 
- 2 x 2 LED 3 chamber rear lights + 1 x 1 pc. combi LED fog/reverse light 
- prepared for extendable extension signs where sockets are mounted on the chassis 
- 2 x 6 pcs. stick cane holes in this side - holes for magazine on front bib 
- 3 x 6 pcs. fold-down lashings integrated in the bed base on each side + middle 
- Load Lock Profile lashing rail in edge frame with multi lashing options 
- plastic toolbox 
- acoustic back alarm 
- Fully galvanized 
- additional purchase of galvanized walking sticks L: 1,200mm and reservation for small changes before it arrives at our site 

The carts shown have been sold, but can be ordered on request 

Contact us on +45 8724 4370 / salg@scanvo.dk or see our selection at www.scanvo.dk 

As a dealer of products from the Austrian manufacturer Hangler, which for many years has produced powerful, strong trailer products for 
some of the toughest tasks. The product range is wide ranging - from machine, built-in, heavy-duty or curtain trailers, carts, etc. with 
this you receive a well-equipped product for the tough tasks that are often carried out in the Scandinavian and Nordic countries.

 



 



 



 


